We argue that groups of unannotated texts with overlapping and non-contradictory semantics represent a valuable source of information for learning semantic representations. A simple and efficient inference method recursively induces joint semantic representations for each group and discovers correspondence between lexical entries and latent semantic concepts. We consider the generative semantics-text correspondence model (Liang et al., 2009) and demonstrate that exploiting the noncontradiction relation between texts leads to substantial improvements over natural baselines on a problem of analyzing human-written weather forecasts.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in statistical approaches to semantic parsing. However, most of this research has focused on supervised methods requiring large amounts of labeled data. The supervision was either given in the form of meaning representations aligned with sentences (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Ge and Mooney, 2005; Mooney, 2007) or in a somewhat more relaxed form, such as lists of candidate meanings for each sentence (Kate and Mooney, 2007; Chen and Mooney, 2008) or formal representations of the described world state for each text (Liang et al., 2009) . Such annotated resources are scarce and expensive to create, motivating the need for unsupervised or semi-supervised techniques (Poon and Domingos, 2009 ). However, unsupervised methods have their own challenges: they are not always able to discover semantic equivalences of lexical entries or logical forms or, on the contrary, cluster semantically different or even opposite expressions (Poon and Domingos, 2009 ). Unsupervised approaches can only rely on distributional similarity of contexts (Harris, 1968) to decide on semantic relatedness of terms, but this information may be sparse and not reliable (Weeds and Weir, 2005) . For example, when analyzing weather forecasts it is very hard to discover in an unsupervised way which of the expressions among "south wind", "wind from west" and "southerly" denote the same wind direction and which are not, as they all have a very similar distribution of their contexts. The same challenges affect the problem of identification of argument roles and predicates.
In this paper, we show that groups of unannotated texts with overlapping and non-contradictory semantics provide a valuable source of information. This form of weak supervision helps to discover implicit clustering of lexical entries and predicates, which presents a challenge for purely unsupervised techniques. We assume that each text in a group is independently generated from a full latent semantic state corresponding to the group. Importantly, the texts in each group do not have to be paraphrases of each other, as they can verbalize only specific parts (aspects) of the full semantic state, yet statements about the same aspects must not contradict each other. Simultaneous inference of the semantic state for the noncontradictory and semantically overlapping documents would restrict the space of compatible hypotheses, and, intuitively, 'easier' texts in a group will help to analyze the 'harder' ones. 1 As an illustration of why this weak supervision may be valuable, consider a group of two non-contradictory texts, where one text mentions "2.2 bn GBP decrease in profit", whereas another one includes a passage "profit fell by 2.2 billion pounds". Even if the model has not observed gust min=0, max=29, min=20, max=32, mean=26) thunderChance(time=6-21,mode=chance) freezingRainChance (time=17-30,mode=--) sleetChance (time='6-21',mode=--) skycover (time=6-21,bucket=75-100) windSpeed (time=6-21; min=14,max=22,mean=19, bucket=10-20) rainChance(time=6-21,mode=chance)
windChill (time=6-21,min=0,max=0,mean=0) ...... Figure 1 : An example of three non-contradictory weather forecasts and their alignment to the semantic representation. Note that the semantic representation (the block in the middle) is not observable in training.
the word "fell" before, it is likely to align these phrases to the same semantic form because of similarity of their arguments. And this alignment would suggest that "fell" and "decrease" refer to the same process, and should be clustered together. This would not happen for the pair "fell" and "increase" as similarity of their arguments would normally entail contradiction. Similarly, in the example mentioned earlier, when describing a forecast for a day with expected south winds, texts in the group can use either "south wind" or "southerly" to indicate this fact but no texts would verbalize it as "wind from west", and therefore these expressions will be assigned to different semantic clusters. However, it is important to note that the phrase "wind from west" may still appear in the texts, but in reference to other time periods, underlying the need for modeling alignment between grouped texts and their latent meaning representation.
As much of the human knowledge is redescribed multiple times, we believe that noncontradictory and semantically overlapping texts are often easy to obtain. For example, consider semantic analysis of news articles or biographies. In both cases we can find groups of documents referring to the same events or persons, and though they will probably focus on different aspects and have different subjective passages, they are likely to agree on the core information (Shinyama and Sekine, 2003) . Alternatively, if such groupings are not available, it may still be easier to give each semantic representation (or a state) to multiple annotators and ask each of them to provide a textual description, instead of annotating texts with semantic expressions. The state can be communicated to them in a visual or audio form (e.g., as a picture or a short video clip) ensuring that their interpretations are consistent.
Unsupervised learning with shared latent semantic representations presents its own challenges, as exact inference requires marginalization over possible assignments of the latent semantic state, consequently, introducing non-local statistical dependencies between the decisions about the semantic structure of each text. We propose a simple and fairly general approximate inference algorithm for probabilistic models of semantics which is efficient for the considered model, and achieves favorable results in our experiments.
In this paper, we do not consider models which aim to produce complete formal meaning of text (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Mooney, 2007; Poon and Domingos, 2009) , instead focusing on a simpler problem studied in (Liang et al., 2009) . They investigate grounded language acquisition set-up and assume that semantics (world state) can be represented as a set of records each consisting of a set of fields. Their model segments text into utterances and identifies records, fields and field values discussed in each utterance. Therefore, one can think of this problem as an extension of the semantic role labeling problem (Carreras and Marquez, 2005) , where predicates (i.e. records in our notation) and their arguments should be identified in text, but here arguments are not only assigned to a specific role (field) but also mapped to an underlying equivalence class (field value). For example, in the weather forecast domain field sky cover should get the same value given expressions "overcast" and "very cloudy" but a different one if the expres-sions are "clear" or "sunny". This model is hard to evaluate directly as text does not provide information about all the fields and does not necessarily provide it at the sufficient granularity level. Therefore, it is natural to evaluate their model on the database-text alignment problem (Snyder and Barzilay, 2007) , i.e. measuring how well the model predicts the alignment between the text and the observable records describing the entire world state. We follow their set-up, but assume that instead of having access to the full semantic state for every training example, we have a very small amount of data annotated with semantic states and a larger number of unannotated texts with noncontradictory semantics.
We study our set-up on the weather forecast data (Liang et al., 2009) where the original textual weather forecasts were complemented by additional forecasts describing the same weather states (see figure 1 for an example). The average overlap between the verbalized fields in each group of noncontradictory forecasts was below 35%, and more than 60% of fields are mentioned only in a single forecast from a group. Our model, learned from 100 labeled forecasts and 259 groups of unannotated non-contradictory forecasts (750 texts in total), achieved 73.9% F 1 . This compares favorably with 69.1% shown by a semi-supervised learning approach, though, as expected, does not reach the score of the model which, in training, observed semantics states for all the 750 documents (77.7% F 1 ).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe our inference algorithm for groups of non-contradictory documents. Section 3 redescribes the semantics-text correspondence model (Liang et al., 2009) in the context of our learning scenario. In section 4 we provide an empirical evaluation of the proposed method. We conclude in section 5 with an examination of additional related work.
Inference with Non-Contradictory Documents
In this section we will describe our inference method on a higher conceptual level, not specifying the underlying meaning representation and the probabilistic model. An instantiation of the algorithm for the semantics-text correspondence model is given in section 3.2. Statistical models of parsing can often be regarded as defining the probability distribution of meaning m and its alignment a with the given text w, P (m, a, w) = P (a, w|m)P (m). The semantics m can be represented either as a logical formula (see, e.g., (Poon and Domingos, 2009 )) or as a set of field values if database records are used as a meaning representation (Liang et al., 2009 ). The alignment a defines how semantics is verbalized in the text w, and it can be represented by a meaning derivation tree in case of full semantic parsing (Poon and Domingos, 2009) or, e.g., by a hierarchical segmentation into utterances along with an utterance-field alignment in a more shallow variation of the problem. In semantic parsing, we aim to find the most likely underlying semantics and alignment given the text:
In the supervised case, where a and m are observable, estimation of the generative model parameters is generally straightforward. However, in a semi-supervised or unsupervised case variational techniques, such as the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) , are often used to estimate the model. As common for complex generative models, the most challenging part is the computation of the posterior distributions P (a, m|w) on the E-step which, depending on the underlying model P (m, a, w), may require approximate inference. As discussed in the introduction, our goal is to integrate groups of non-contradictory documents into the learning procedure. Let us denote by w 1 ,..., w K a group of non-contradictory documents. As before, the estimation of the posterior probabilities P (m i , a i |w 1 . . . w K ) presents the main challenge. Note that the decision about m i is now conditioned on all the texts w j rather than only on w i . This conditioning is exactly what drives learning, as the information about likely semantics m j of text j affects the decision about choice of m i :
where
is the probability of the semantics m i given all the meanings m −i . This probability assigns zero weight to inconsistent meanings, i.e. such mean-
is not satisfiable, 2 and models dependencies between components in the composite meaning representation (e.g., arguments values of predicates). As an illustration, in the forecast domain it may express that clouds, and not sunshine, are likely when it is raining. Note, that this probability is different from the probability that m i is actually verbalized in the text.
Unfortunately, these dependencies between m i and w j are non-local. Even though the dependencies are only conveyed via {m j : j = i} the space of possible meanings m is very large even for relatively simple semantic representations, and, therefore, we need to resort to efficient approximations.
One natural approach would be to use a form of belief propagation (Pearl, 1982; Murphy et al., 1999) , where messages pass information about likely semantics between the texts. However, this approach is still expensive even for simple models, both because of the need to represent distributions over m and also because of the large number of iterations of message exchange needed to reach convergence (if it converges).
An even simpler technique would be to parse texts in a random order conditioning each meaning m k for k ∈ {1,..., K} on all the previous semantics m <k = m 1 ,..., m k−1 :
Here, and in further discussion, we assume that the above search problem can be efficiently solved, exactly or approximately. However, a major weakness of this algorithm is that decisions about components of the composite semantic representation (e.g., argument values) are made only on the basis of a single text, which first mentions the corresponding aspects, without consulting any future texts k > k, and these decisions cannot be revised later.
We propose a simple algorithm which aims to find an appropriate order of the greedy inference by estimating how well each candidate semanticŝ m k would explain other texts and at each step selecting k (andm k ) which explains them best.
The algorithm, presented in figure 2 3 , constructs an ordering of texts n = (n 1 ,..., n K )
for j / ∈ n do 4:m j := arg max m j P (m j , w j |m ) 5: end for 6:
m i :=m n i 8: end for 9: n K := {1,..., K}\n 10:
Figure 2: The approximate inference algorithm.
and corresponding meaning representations m = (m 1 ,..., m K ), where m k is the predicted meaning representation of text w n k . It starts with an empty ordering n = () and an empty list of meanings m = () (line 1). Then it iteratively predicts meaning representationsm j conditioned on the list of semantics m = (m 1 ,..., m i−1 ) fixed on the previous stages and does it for all the remaining texts w j (lines 3-5). The algorithm selects a single meaningm j which maximizes the probability of all the remaining texts and excludes the text j from future consideration (lines 6-7). Though the semantics m k (k / ∈ n∪{j}) used in the estimates (line 6) can be inconsistent with each other, the final list of meanings m is guaranteed to be consistent. It holds because on each iteration we add a single meaningm n i to m (line 7), and m n i is guaranteed to be consistent with m , as the semanticsm n i was conditioned on the meaning m during inference (line 4).
An important aspect of this algorithm is that unlike usual greedy inference, the remaining ('future') texts do affect the choice of meaning representations made on the earlier stages. As soon as semantics m k are inferred for every k, we find ourselves in the set-up of learning with unaligned semantic states considered in (Liang et al., 2009) .
The induced alignments a 1 ,..., a K of semantics m to texts w 1 ,..., w K at the same time induce alignments between the texts. The problem of producing multiple sequence alignment, especially in the context of sentence alignments, has been extensively studied in NLP (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) .
In this paper, we use semantic structures as a pivot for finding the best alignment in the hope that presence of meaningful text alignments will improve the quality of the resulting semantic structures by enforcing a form of agreement between them.
A Model of Semantics
In this section we redescribe the semantics-text correspondence model (Liang et al., 2009 ) with an extension needed to model examples with latent states, and also explain how the inference algorithm defined in section 2 can be applied to this model.
Model definition
Liang et al. (2009) As explained in the introduction, the world states s are represented by sets of records (see the block in the middle of figure 1 for an example of a world state). Each record is characterized by a record type t ∈ {1,..., T }, which defines the set of fields F (t) . There are n (t) records of type t and this number may change from document to document. For example, there may be more than a single record of type wind speed, as they may refer to different time periods but all these records have the same set of fields, such as minimal, maximal and average wind speeds. Each field has an associated type: in our experiments we consider only categorical and integer fields. We write s (t) n,f = v to denote that n-th record of type t has field f set to value v.
Each document k verbalizes a subset of the entire world state, and therefore semantics m k of the document is an assignment to |m k | verbalized fields:
nq,fq = v q ), where t q , n q , f q are the verbalized record types, records and fields, respectively, and v q is the assigned field value. The probability of meaning m k then equals the probability of this assignment with other state variables left non-observable (and therefore marginalized out). In this formalism checking for contradiction is trivial: two meaning representations contradict each other if they assign different values to the same field of the same record.
The semantics-text correspondence model defines a hierarchical segmentation of text: first, it segments the text into fragments discussing different records, then the utterances corresponding to each record are further segmented into fragments verbalizing specific fields of that record. An example of a segmented fragment is presented in figure 4 . The model has a designated null-record which is aligned to words not assigned to any record. Additionally there is a null-field in each record to handle words not specific to any field. In figure 3 the corresponding graphical model is presented. The formal definition of the model for documents w 1 ,..., w K sharing a semantic state is as follows:
• Generation of world state s:
-For each type τ ∈ {1,..., T } choose a number of records of that type n (τ ) ∼ Unif(1,..., nmax).
nf for all fields f ∈ F (τ ) from the type-specific distribution.
• Generation of the verbalizations, for each document Note that, when generating fields, the Markov chain is defined over fields and the transition parameters are independent of the field values r if ij . On the contrary, when drawing a word, the distribution of words is conditioned on the value of the corresponding field.
The form of word generation distributions P (w|f ij , r if ij ) depends on the type of the field f i,j . For categorical fields, the distribution of words is modeled as a distinct multinomial for each field value. Verbalizations of numerical fields are generated via a perturbation on the field value r if ij : the value r if ij can be perturbed by either rounding it (up or down) or distorting (up or down, modeled by a geometric distribution). The parameters corresponding to each form of generation are estimated during learning. For details on these emission models, as well as for details on modeling record and field transitions, we refer the reader to the original publication (Liang et al., 2009 ).
In our experiments, when choosing a world state s, we generate the field values independently. This is clearly a suboptimal regime as often there are very strong dependencies between field values: e.g., in the weather domain many record types contain groups of related fields defining minimal, maximal and average values of some parameter. Extending the method to model, e.g., pairwise dependencies between field values is relatively straightforward.
As explained above, semantics of a text m is defined by the assignment of state variables s. Analogously, an alignment a between semantics m and a text w is represented by all the remaining latent variables: by the sequence of record types t = (t 1 ,..., t |t| ), choice of records r i for each t i , the field sequence f i and the segment length c ij for every field f ij .
Learning and inference
We select the model parameters θ by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the data, where the data D is given in the form of groups w = {w 1 ,..., w K } sharing the same latent state: 5 max θ w∈D s
To estimate the parameters, we use the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) . When the world state is observable, learning does not require any approximations, as dynamic programming (a form of the forward-backward algorithm) can be used to infer the posterior distribution on the E-step (Liang et al., 2009) . However, when the state is latent, dependencies are not local anymore, and approximate inference is required.
We use the algorithm described in section 2 (figure 2) to infer the state. In the context of the semantics-text correspondence model, as we discussed above, semantics m defines the subset of admissible world states. In order to use the algorithm, we need to understand how the conditional probabilities of the form P (m |m) are computed, as they play the key role in the inference procedure (see equation (2)). If there is a contradiction (m ⊥m) then P (m |m) = 0, conversely, if m is subsumed by m (m → m ) then this probability is 1. Otherwise, P (m |m) equals the probability of new assignments ∧ |m \m| q=1 (s
(defined by m \m) conditioned on the previously fixed values of s (given by m). Summarizing, when predicting the most likely semanticsm j (line 4), for each span the decoder weighs alternatives of either (1) aligning this span to the previously induced meaning m , or (2) aligning it to a new field and paying the cost of generation of its value.
The exact computation of the most probable semantics (line 4 of the algorithm) is intractable, and we have to resort to an approximation. Instead of predicting the most probable semanticsm j we search for the most probable pair (â j ,m j ), thus assuming that the probability mass is mostly concentrated on a single alignment. The alignment a j is then discarded and not used in any other computations. Though the most likely alignmentâ j for a fixed semantic representationm j can be found efficiently using a Viterbi algorithm, computing the most probable pair (â j ,m j ) is still intractable. We use a modification of the beam search algorithm, where we keep a set of candidate meanings (partial semantic representations) and compute an alignment for each of them using a form of the Viterbi algorithm.
As soon as the meaning representations m are inferred, we find ourselves in the set-up studied in (Liang et al., 2009 ): the state s is no longer latent and we can run efficient inference on the E-step. Though some fields of the state s may still not be specified by m , we prohibit utterances from aligning to these non-specified fields.
On the M-step of EM the parameters are estimated as proportional to the expected marginal counts computed on the E-step. We smooth the distributions of values for numerical fields with convolution smoothing equivalent to the assumption that the fields are affected by distortion in the form of a two-sided geometric distribution with the success rate parameter equal to 0.67. We use add-0.1 smoothing for all the remaining multinomial distributions.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we consider the semi-supervised set-up, and present evaluation of our approach on on the problem of aligning weather forecast reports to the formal representation of weather.
Experiments
To perform the experiments we used a subset of the weather dataset introduced in (Liang et al., 2009 ). The original dataset contains 22,146 texts of 28.7 words on average, there are 12 types of records (predicates) and 36.0 records per forecast on average. We randomly chose 100 texts along with their world states to be used as the labeled data. 6 To produce groups of noncontradictory texts we have randomly selected a subset of weather states, represented them in a visual form (icons accompanied by numerical and symbolic parameters) and then manually annotated these illustrations. These newly-produced forecasts, when combined with the original texts, resulted in 259 groups of non-contradictory texts (650 texts, 2.5 texts per group). An example of such a group is given in figure 1 .
The dataset is relatively noisy: there are inconsistencies due to annotation mistakes (e.g., number distortions), or due to different perception of the weather by the annotators (e.g., expressions such as 'warm' or 'cold' are subjective). The overlap between the verbalized fields in each group was estimated to be below 35%. Around 60% of fields are mentioned only in a single forecast from a group, consequently, the texts cannot be regarded as paraphrases of each other.
The test set consists of 150 texts, each corresponding to a different weather state. Note that during testing we no longer assume that documents share the state, we treat each document in isolation. We aimed to preserve approximately the same proportion of new and original examples as we had in the training set, therefore, we combined 50 texts originally present in the weather dataset with additional 100 newly-produced texts. We annotated these 100 texts by aligning each line to one or more records, 7 whereas for the original texts the alignments were already present. Following Liang et al. (2009) we evaluate the models on how well they predict these alignments.
When estimating the model parameters, we followed the training regime prescribed in (Liang et al., 2009) . Namely, 5 iterations of EM with a basic model (with no segmentation or coherence modeling), followed by 5 iterations of EM with the model which generates fields independently and, at last, 5 iterations with the full model. Only then, in the semi-supervised learning scenarios, we added unlabeled data and ran 5 additional iterations of EM.
Instead of prohibiting records from crossing punctuation, as suggested by Liang et al. (2009) , in our implementation we disregard the words not attached to specific fields (attached to the nullfield, see section 3.1) when computing spans of records. To speed-up training, only a single record of each type is allowed to be generated when running inference for unlabeled examples on the E- Table 1 : Results (precision, recall and F 1 ) on the weather forecast dataset.
step of the EM algorithm, as it significantly reduces the search space. Similarly, though we preserved all records which refer to the first time period, for other time periods we removed all the records which declare that the corresponding event (e.g., rain or snowfall) is not expected to happen. This preprocessing results in the oracle recall of 93%. We compare our approach (Semi-superv, noncontr) with two baselines: the basic supervised training on 100 labeled forecasts (Supervised BL) and with the semi-supervised training which disregards the non-contradiction relations (Semi-superv BL). The learning regime, the inference procedure and the texts for the semi-supervised baseline were identical to the ones used for our approach, the only difference is that all the documents were modeled as independent. Additionally, we report the results of the model trained with all the 750 texts labeled (Supervised UB), its scores can be regarded as an upper bound on the results of the semi-supervised models. The results are reported in table 1.
Discussion
Our training strategy results in a substantially more accurate model, outperforming both the supervised and semi-supervised baselines. Surprisingly, its precision is higher than that of the model trained on 750 labeled examples, though admittedly it is achieved at a very different recall level. The estimation of the model with our approach takes around one hour on a standard desktop PC, which is comparable to 40 minutes required to train the semi-supervised baseline.
In these experiments, we consider the problem of predicting alignment between text and the corresponding observable world state. The direct evaluation of the meaning recognition (i.e. semantic parsing) accuracy is not possible on this dataset, as the data does not contain information which fields are discussed. Even if it would pro- vide this information, the documents do not verbalize the state at the necessary granularity level to predict the field values. For example, it is not possible to decide to which bucket of the field sky cover the expression 'cloudy' refers to, as it has a relatively uniform distribution across 3 (out of 4) buckets. The problem of predicting text-meaning alignments is interesting in itself, as the extracted alignments can be used in training of a statistical generation system or information extractors, but we also believe that evaluation on this problem is an appropriate test for the relative comparison of the semantic analyzers' performance. Additionally, note that the success of our weaklysupervised scenario indirectly suggests that the model is sufficiently accurate in predicting semantics of an unlabeled text, as otherwise there would be no useful information passed in between semantically overlapping documents during learning and, consequently, no improvement from sharing the state. 8 To confirm that the model trained by our approach indeed assigns new words to correct fields and records, we visualize top words for the field characterizing sky cover (table 2). Note that the words "sun", "cloudiness" or "gaps" were not appearing in the labeled part of the data, but seem to be assigned to correct categories. However, correlation between rain and overcast, as also noted in (Liang et al., 2009) , results in the wrong assignment of the rain-related words to the field value corresponding to very cloudy weather.
Related Work
Probably the most relevant prior work is an approach to bootstrapping lexical choice of a generation system using a corpus of alternative pas-sages (Barzilay and Lee, 2002) , however, in their work all the passages were annotated with unaligned semantic expressions. Also, they assumed that the passages are paraphrases of each other, which is stronger than our non-contradiction assumption. Sentence and text alignment has also been considered in the related context of paraphrase extraction (see, e.g., (Dolan et al., 2004; Barzilay and Lee, 2003) ) but this prior work did not focus on inducing or learning semantic representations. Similarly, in information extraction, there have been approaches for pattern discovery using comparable monolingual corpora (Shinyama and Sekine, 2003) but they generally focused only on discovery of a single pattern from a pair of sentences or texts.
Radev (2000) considered types of potential relations between documents, including contradiction, and studied how this information can be exploited in NLP. However, this work considered primarily multi-document summarization and question answering problems.
Another related line of research in machine learning is clustering or classification with constraints (Basu et al., 2004) , where supervision is given in the form of constraints. Constraints declare which pairs of instances are required to be assigned to the same class (or required to be assigned to different classes). However, we are not aware of any previous work that generalized these methods to structured prediction problems, as trivial equality/inequality constraints are probably too restrictive, and a notion of consistency is required instead.
Summary and Future Work
In this work we studied the use of weak supervision in the form of non-contradictory relations between documents in learning semantic representations. We argued that this type of supervision encodes information which is hard to discover in an unsupervised way. However, exact inference for groups of documents with overlapping semantic representation is generally prohibitively expensive, as the shared latent semantics introduces nonlocal dependences between semantic representations of individual documents. To combat it, we proposed a simple iterative inference algorithm. We showed how it can be instantiated for the semantics-text correspondence model (Liang et al., 2009 ) and evaluated it on a dataset of weather forecasts. Our approach resulted in an improvement over the scores of both the supervised baseline and of the traditional semi-supervised learning.
There are many directions we plan on investigating in the future for the problem of learning semantics with non-contradictory relations. A promising and challenging possibility is to consider models which induce full semantic representations of meaning. Another direction would be to investigate purely unsupervised set-up, though it would make evaluation of the resulting method much more complex. One potential alternative would be to replace the initial supervision with a set of posterior constraints (Graca et al., 2008) or generalized expectation criteria (McCallum et al., 2007) .
